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The Fifth Issue of Fractional Currency is probably the most available and least expensive 
of fractional issues.  Proofs, however, are a different story.  After completing my collection of 
fifth issue notes, three 10 cent, two 25 cent and a 50 cent Bob Hope look-a-like note, there 
wasn’t much more to look forward to until I discovered the Fifth Issue proofs. 

The fifth Issue notes were not printed by the BEP. The ten and twenty-five 
cent denominations were printed by the Columbian Bank Note Company of Washington 
D.C. and the fifty cent notes were printed by Jos. R. Carpenter of Philadelphia.  It should 
also be noted that the fourth Issue proofs were also produced outside the BEP, by The 
American Bank Note Company and the National Bank Note Company. 

My first brush with these items was discovering a single note of the ten cent back proof 
of the fifth issue.  These notes had been around for a while and my ten cent note was pedigreed 
to the 1958 sale of the Burgett collection. The note piqued my curiosity and I went on to discover 
that notes of the fourth and fifth issues were printed in a different manner.  They were printed 
tete-beche, or head to toe.  By printing them in sheets of two strips with the notes upside down to 
each other, it was impossible to feed them into the press for the printing of the other side in an 
upside down fashion.  This was apparently a French innovation and eliminated inverted notes 
which had been printed periodically, in error, in the first three issues, when sheets were fed into 
the press upside down in relation to the reverse plate.   

This really got me going and I began looking for tete-beche pairs.  I found the first two in 
the auction of the Tom O’Mara collection in St. Louis where I picked up a unique block of 
four ten cent and a pair of twenty-five cent notes.  These had originally come from the 
Friedberg auction of 1997.  They had been cut from sheets that were discovered intact sometime 
in the 1970’s and cut up to illustrate their tete-beche nature. I also secured a single example of 
the fifty cent back proof at that same sale. All of these were backs of the notes as no fifth issue 
face specimens are known.  Later, in the sales of the famous Ford collection and a 
subsequent Heritage sale, some fifty cent tete-beche pairs became available and I purchased my 
pair at a Heritage auction.  My pair is pedigreed to the 3rd Ford sale. 

This completed my obsessive search for tete-beche pairs of the fifth issue.  I exhibited 
Fifth issue notes at a Michigan State Show several years ago and at Memphis in 2010 as well. 
The digital images of the three pairs presented here are courtesy of another collector as the 
exhibit pictures do not enlarge with sufficient quality for the printing of just the specimens. 

My obsession continues, however, as I search for Fourth issue proofs.  I have seen no 
pairs in this series, but face and back proofs exist of all denominations of the fourth issue. Match 
some of these pairs with earlier fractional inverts and you have an interesting group to display.     
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Examples of all three denominations of Fifth Issue fractional currency tete-beche proofs 
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